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Who is This Guide For?  

 

Going on an interview? This guide is for job seekers.  

 

Why do you need the Manager Foundation                                        

Guide for Good Questions to Ask Interviewers? 
 

Many job seekers focus so hard on answering job interview questions well that they 
forget something very important - you are there to ask questions too.  

Asking the right questions at an interview is important to: 

 Make sure the interviewer has no reservations about you, 

 Clarify and confirm your skills and competencies and how these fit the job 
requirements, 

 Demonstrate your interest in the job, 

 Close the interview. 
 

What will the Manager Foundation                                                      

Guide for Good Questions to Ask Interviewers do for You? 
 

 

“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.” 
― Benjamin Franklin 

 

This guide will show you how to prepare the best questions to ask interviewers for: 

- Successfully opening the interview, 
- Connecting with the interviewer and building rapport, 
- Successfully closing the interview and avoiding the “Don’t call us we’ll call 

you,” scenario. 

 

Good Questions to Ask 

the Interviewer 
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Recruiters hire people they like. They want their new hires to be able to do the job 
and they want to know that they’ve made the right decision. This is why the 3 steps 
to successful interviewing are: 
 

1. Connect 
2. Competence 
3. Close 

 

 

#1 Connect 
 

 
 

 

It’s no surprise that recruiters want to hire people they like. But you only get one 
chance to make a first impression. The first step to interview success is all about 
making a personal connection with the interviewer and building rapport. 

 
 

 

#2 Competence 
 

 

 

 

Recruiters want to know that you can do the job. To show that you are a good match 
for the position you need to demonstrate your skills and competencies. 

 
 

 

#3 Closing 
 

 

 

Hiring is a big decision. Doubt delays decision-making and there is a lot of 
competition. Just like any good sales person closes a sale, to convert a good 
interview into a job offer you need to do the following: 
 

- Take control of the hiring process, 
- Remove any doubt that the interviewer may have and, 
- Confirm that you are the best candidate for the job. 
 

 

 

 

The 3 Steps to Interview Success 
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1. Connect 

 1.1 Body language & building rapport 

 1.2 Managing anxiety & improving self confidence 

 1.3 Company & interviewer research 

 1.4 Writing a winning CV and CV cover letter 

 1.5 Using an interview checklist 

2. Competence 

 2.1 Behavioral interview questions 

 2.2 What interviewers expect you to prepare for 

 2.3 Answering difficult interview questions 

3. Closing 

 3.1 Finding & communicating your USP 

 3.2 How to use psychometric tests to identify your strengths. Get the 
solution here: (http://bit.ly/1umJsDu) 

 3.2 Best questions to ask the interviewer  

 3.3 Closing techniques 

 3.4 What to do after the interview 

4. Other Post Interview Solutions 

 4.1 Salary negotiation. Get the solution here: (http://bit.ly/1qwbx8B) 

 PS – don’t have the full Interview Success Program? Get it here: 
(http://bit.ly/1AdifTN) 

 

Interview Success Index 

You are here 

http://bit.ly/1umJsDu
http://bit.ly/1qwbx8B
http://bit.ly/1AdifTN
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Additional Related Resources: 
 

 

New Job Fundamentals: NEWJ101  
( http://bit.ly/1lRbSgC) 
 

A new job is one of the most complicated life transitions you can make. Don't let a 
good job turn bad. 
 

 Find out what your boss really wants, 

 How to work smarter, not harder and get your work recognized, 

 How to integrate well into the organization, 
 Identify and avoid new job pitfalls. 

 

Managing Your Relationship With Your Boss: BOSS101  
(http://bit.ly/1hQ5lRk) 
 

Starting a new job? We’ll show you how to manage and build the most important 
professional relationship you have:: 
 

 The 6 things you need to do to understand your boss’s priorities, 

 How to get what you want from the employee/boss relationship, including better 
pay and work that is fulfilling, developmental and uses your skills. 

 How to implement the change, 

 Tips and insights to work smarter – not harder. 
 

 

 

 

 

Special Mention – New Job Fundamentals 

http://bit.ly/1lRbSgC
http://bit.ly/1hQ5lRk
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Interview Preparation:  
The Key to Getting the Job You Want 

 
 

 

Interviewing for a job is difficult, stressful and it's a winner take all competition. We 
don't practice interviewing very often which means our skills are not as good as they 
could be. So preparing for interviews is essential not to seem like a weak candidate. 
This guide will improve your interview skills but the fact is that the best interview 
preparation is to have interview coaching from a professional interview coach 
(http://bit.ly/1pDbFlR) 

Interview Coaching is the Difference Between Getting the Job and 
Waiting for the Call That Never Comes. 

Skills Required for Interview Success: 
 

Interviewing is complex. To succeed you need to do well in many different areas such 
as: 
 

1. Communicate strengths and stand out from the competition 
2. Control interview anxiety and negative body language 
3. Answer technical questions to prove your skills 
4. Answer difficult interview questions 
5. Build rapport with interviewers and much more 

 
Per Wikipedia: "Research has shown that how well an applicant does in the interview 
can be enhanced with coaching". Manager Foundation trains managers how to 
interview so we are in a unique position to know how recruiters will evaluate you. 
Professional coaches can do something better than anyone else: They can give you 
discreet, unbiased, constructive feedback and can identify mistakes that you may be 
making. 
 

Being Good at Your Job Doesn't Mean You Will Interview Well. 
 

Coming second in an interview doesn't get you the job offer. Professional interview 
coaching is what successful job applicants do. Interview coaching is a small 
investment compared to improving your employability. To find out how interview 
coaching will improve your interview success, click here. (http://bit.ly/1pDbFlR) 

 

 

 

How to Succeed at Interviews and Get the                    
Job You Want 

http://managerfoundation.com/interview-coaching
http://bit.ly/1pDbFlR
http://managerfoundation.com/interview-coaching
http://bit.ly/1pDbFlR
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Other Interview Preparation Methods 
 
 

 

This guide will improve your interview skills but is only part of the solution. 
Interviewing is complex and to succeed you need to do well in a number of skills. If 
you do not have the budget to invest in interview coaching or prefer more of a "self- 
service" solution then download “The Complete Interview Success Guide to Get the 
Job You Want" (http://bit.ly/1AdifTN) 

 
 

 

 

How to Succeed at Interviews and Get the                    
Job You Want 

http://managerfoundation.com/complete-interview-success-guide-to-get-the-job-you-want
http://managerfoundation.com/complete-interview-success-guide-to-get-the-job-you-want
http://bit.ly/1AdifTN
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When your interviewer wraps up your job interview by asking if you have any 
questions, you might think that he or she is finished assessing you. But that's not quite 
the case. Interviewers draw conclusions about you based on the questions you ask—
or don't ask.  

So now it's your turn! Even if the interviewer doesn’t ask if you have any questions, 
have a few interview questions of your own ready to ask.  

Why it’s Important to Prepare Questions to Ask the Interviewer? 

To succeed in a job interview in today’s job market, you, as a candidate, must 
continually be engaged and thoroughly and actively be involved in the interview 
process from start to finish. The way you demonstrate that engagement, that 
involvement, is by asking pertinent questions at appropriate times and by probing for 
more information. Remember - you aren't simply trying to get this job - you are also 
interviewing the employer to assess whether this company and the position are a 
good fit for you.  

TIP:  Whether you intend it or not, each question you ask has the potential to 
reflect your knowledge of the company, your interest in the position, and your 
work ethic. Show the interviewer that you did your homework and that you’re 
prepared. Ask questions that are thoughtful, intelligent and cordial. 

 

What Are the Risks of Not Asking the Interviewer Any Questions? 

If you don’t take the time to prepare questions to ask the interviewer you seriously risk 

coming across as someone who...  

 

- Really didn’t pay all that much attention and/or wasn’t all that 

“engaged,” during the entire interview, 

- Didn’t prepare before the interview and, 

- Is not really all that interested in the position. 
 
 

 
 

 

Good Questions to ASK the Interviewer 
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The Interviewer’s Perspective 

What The Interviewer is Looking For:  

The interviewer is looking for a couple of things with this question: 

- Did you prepare?  
- Are your questions relevant and important, or are they mundane? 
- What motivates you?  

What The Interviewer is NOT Looking For:  

Interviewers are not looking for a lack of preparation or interest. You will also 
fail to impress them with irrelevant questions. 

 

How to Answer This Question: 

Stay away from yes/no questions like, “Does the company offer any advanced training 
or coaching.” Instead ask open-ended questions that will encourage conversation and 
more input from the interviewer. 

-  

 
 

 

Good Questions to ASK the Interviewer 
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Do Ask…  

 

Opening Questions 

Prepare a few questions to ask the interviewer upfront. These will help you to 
connect with the interviewer and build rapport. And they’ll give insight to what the 
interviewer is looking for in a job candidate. Some good examples of opening 
questions are: 

1. What skills and experiences would make an ideal candidate?  

This is a great open-ended question that will have the interviewer put his or her cards 
on the table and state exactly what the employer is looking for. 

2. What constitutes success at this position?  

This question shows your interest in being successful there, and the answer will show 
you both how to get ahead and whether it is a good fit for you. 

3. What have you enjoyed most about working here?  

This question allows the interviewer to connect with you on a more personal level, 
sharing his or her feelings. The answer will also give you unique insight into how 
satisfied people are with their jobs there. If the interviewer is pained to come up with 
an answer to your question, it’s a big red flag. 

4. Who previously held this position?  

This seemingly straightforward question will tell you whether that person was 
promoted or fired or if he/she quit or retired. That, in turn, will provide a clue to 
whether: there’s a chance for advancement and if employees are unhappy. 

How would you describe the company’s culture and management philosophy? 
 

 

 
 

 

Good Questions to ASK the Interviewer 
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Do Ask…  

 

Closing Questions 

1. Ask a few “role-related” questions. If you have any uncertainties 

about the position these will help you decide whether or not the job is a 
good fit for you. They will also show the interviewer that you are interested 
in the position: 

- Who does this position report to? If I am offered the position, can I meet him/her? 

- How many people work in this office/department? 

- Can you tell me about the team I’ll be working with if I’m successful in my 
application? 

 

- Can you describe a typical work day/week in this position? 

- What would a successful first year in this position look like? 

- How will the success of the person in this position be measured? 

- What are the biggest challenges the person in this position will face? 

- What are the prospects for growth and advancement? 

- Does the company offer any further training, development or coaching? 

- Can you tell me about any new products/services or plans for growth? 

- What is the company’s management style? 

- How would you describe the organizational values and culture? What type of 
people tend to really thrive and what type don’t do so well? 

-  
- How much travel is expected? 

- Is relocation a possibility? 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Good Questions to ASK the Interviewer 
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Do Ask…  

 

Closing Questions (Continued) 

2. Ask a few “confirming” questions. These get the interviewer to start 

thinking about all the ways you are a good job match: 

- How do I compare to other job candidates? 

- Where do you think I’m a good match for the job? 

- What experience of mine do you see as most relevant for the position? 

- What do you see as my greatest strengths for this position? 

3. Ask a few “clarifying” questions. These are aimed at addressing any 

reservations the interviewer may have and removing any doubt that you are 
the right person for the job. 

 

- Based on my background and the skills and experience we discussed, how well 
do I fit the profile of your ideal candidate? 

 

- Do you have any reservations about my fit for the position that I could try to 
address? 

 

- Where do you have doubt and want more clarification? 
 

- Have I provided all the information that you need?  
 

Next Steps Questions 

4. Ask a few “next steps” questions. These are a good way to avoid the, “Don’t 
call us, we’ll call you,” scenario and they show that you are interested in 
moving along in the recruitment process: 

 

- What are the next steps in your decision-making process? 

- Are there any other interviewers who you would like me to meet with? 

- What is your time frame for getting back to candidates about the next steps? 

- Could I follow up with you?  

- Could I please have your business card/contact details? 
 

 
 

 

Good Questions to ASK the Interviewer 
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Avoid Questions Like:  

 

Don’t ask dull questions that you could have found using a web search or which 
should have been answered by the job advertisement. Also leave any questions 
regarding salary and benefits until an offer is extended.  

- What does this company do? 
- Who are your biggest competitors? 
- What is the salary for this position? 
- If I get the job how soon can I schedule leave time? 
- How long is the lunch break? 
- Does the company monitor internet usage? 
- Did I get the job? 

- Can I work from home? 

- How many hours will I be expected to work each week? 

 

 
 

 

Questions NOT TO ASK the Interviewer 
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These guidelines and interview tips for Good Interview 

Questions to Ask the Interviewer will vastly improve your 
interview technique. Good luck with your interview 

preparation.  
 

Do you have any comments or suggestions? Please share 
your interview tips with us so we can get better. 

 
Note: This is a general methodology to answer ANY difficult interview question. But you 
can download and practice on 100 or more difficult interview questions and still get a curve 
ball. 

 

  

 

 

Good Luck… 

www.managerfoundation.com 

http://managerfoundation.com/how-to-answer-interview-questions
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The Mission of Manager Foundation is to Make Work a Better 
Place: 

 

The mission of Manager Foundation is to make work a better place: 
 

 Helping employees to find job satisfaction; 

 Helping managers with a difficult job and; 

 Improving employee performance through better engagement. 
 
We do this by providing management systems, resources and training for managers 
that focus on: 
 

 Proven time saving techniques; 

 Motivating employees by tapping into employees internal motivators which 
improves performance and;  

 Support & resources for managers. 
 

 

Make Managing Easy: 
 

 
Sign up for the free “Make Managing Easy” email series and find out about how 
the Management Sweetspot can: 
 

 Make the lives of Managers easier; 

 Make employees happier and; 

 Make companies more profitable 
 

www.ManagerFoundation.com/signup 
 

 

www.managerfoundation.com 

 

 

About Manager Foundation 

“Managing Made Easy” 

http://www.managerfoundation.com/inspiring-quotes
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Become a Manager Foundation Super User: 
 

 

Help Us to Spread the Message:  
 

Work, isn't working if:  
 

 Staff are unhappy at work; 

 Managers are stressed and; 

 Company profits suffer.  
 

The vision is to work towards a place where: 
 

 Employees are engaged and get job satisfaction from intrinsic motivators; 

 Managers have effective, time-efficient ways to manage staff and; 

 Companies are productive and profitable.  
 

If this is a vision that you feel is worth spreading then please help me to spread the 
message because I can't do it on my own.  
 

Join: http://managerfoundation.com/super-users/ to become part of the community 
and find out more. 
 

 

 

About Manager Foundation (Continued…) 

“People, Performance, Profits” 

www.managerfoundation.com 

http://managerfoundation.com/super-users/
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